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>> A new concept for a truly
viable electric vehicle <<
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Main Results

Project conclusion

An electric vehicle equipped with the K-VEC
solution is expected:
• to be fully competitive with fossil fuel based urban
transportation systems.
• to reduce operational costs compared to electrochemical
based energy storage systems on board electric vehicles.
• to allow a greater operability compared to electrochemical
based energy storage systems on board electric vehicles.
• to lead to the implementation of a viable pure ZEV concept.

The K-VEC is a zero emission transportation system which involves a radical change of perspective: only the energy needed to cover the distance between two stops is carried on board. The
energy is stored at each vehicle stop through charging stations which recharge the on-board capacitors in an extremely short time.
This zero-emissions solution therefore allows for a limited battery weight on board the vehicle,
without limiting the range of action, thus decreasing the operating costs. It furthermore makes the
vehicle perfectly functional in urban traffic, without having the restrictions of other means, such
as rail vehicles, and with the flexibility of road vehicles. The charging stations would also have limited initial investment and management costs, compared to a system of overhead power lines,
which also involves a remarkably unpleasing aesthetic impact. In addition, the K-BUS, while proceeding downhill, recharge their supercapacitors through recovery during braking. The supercapacitors then supply energy to the ground supercapacitors through the same charging system where
the energy is channeled to the uphill stations to provide low-cost supply to the next vehicle.
Initially such an approach appears to be best suited in cases where a vehicle moves along a
predictable route (like public transport, waste collection, industrial logistics, agricultural applications, airports, etc). However, general applications could be thought of in the future, even when
there is not a predictable route.
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